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Objectives:

The British Human Power Club was formed to foster all aspects of human-powered vehicles - air,
land & water - for competitive, recreational and utility activities, to stimulate innovation in design and development in all
spheres of HPV's, and to promote and to advertise the use of HPV's in a wide range of activities. I always say that you
can never have too many pictures of cats playing table tennis.
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A Handy Hint... A handful of ordinary table salt added to your bath water is just the ticket for
soothing away those race-induced aches and pains. Really, it does work!

Letters, articles, pictures, Dom Perignon ‘66, etc. are always welcome - please send to the Editor
at the address opposite. Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most file
formats readable by a PC (text in ASCII, WordPro/AmiPro or Word easiest to cope with), but if
you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.

The Editor Waxes Lyrical. A Bit.
BHPC Goes Electronic
Yes, the Club is now the proud owner of a lap-top PC, scoring for the use of. At the time of writing, it’s only
been used at Eastway, but it did allow your Editor to knock out a reasonably respectable start order for a
5-lap handicap race. Hopefully it should prove even more useful at Hetton...

Yet More On Tyres
Just to let you all know that I’m still using the same Schwalbe 540x25 tyre on the rear of the Editorial
Kingcycle, and have so far suffered but one two rear punctures this year. Isn’t it nice to find something
which actually does what it says on the tin? I must stop mentioning them - every time I do, I get another
flat! Today’s thankfully took a long time to go down - just as well, really, as when I came to fix it I
discovered that for the past few months, I’ve been carrying two spare front inner tubes, while Tina has
had two rears...

Graeme Obree
Rumours in the wind of an assault on Lars Teutenberg’s 1 Hour record by the maverick Scotsman,
following his retirement from UCI-sanctioned competition. Carole Leone in the States sent me the following, which originated with Matt Loader in Milton Keynes:
“The latest copy of the UK magazine 'Cycling Plus' carries a news item concerning Graeme Obree (twotime past 'upright' hour record holder) and his intention to break the current hpv hour record (stated as 78.
04 km),riding a recumbent. Through various ups and downs, largely driven by a chronic lack of sponsorship, Obree has striven to retain competitiveness in the field of cycling record attempts. The latest report
suggests that Obree feels that the 'traditional' DF style determined by the UCI and the pressures of
establishing a non-cycling related business will preclude another success in the 'upright' hour, but he
doesn't wish to waste the good form he currently has.

Two interesting points arise from his announcement; Obree will attempt to break the record riding a
'Prone' recumbent (an example of which can be found in the '97 Encyclopedia), and he does not intend to
practice on the final machine, preferring to stay with the 'upright' (against the advice of his coach). Obree
aims to break the 80 km mark for the hour.
'I was into HPV's in the '80's, and I was actually in the process of building one like the Prone, where you
lie flat on your stomach, but I got side-tracked with other things,' says Obree.
No mention was made in the article on whether or not the record attempt machine would be faired.”
He won’t get anywhere near the record on an unfaired bike... However, the plot thickens, with the publication of the following article in “The Scotsman”, which was spotted by me, Steve Donaldson and Dave
Cormie:
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Obree steps up a gear in bid for a new world mark
From THE SCOTSMAN, April 16th, 1998
by ALAN PATTULLO
GRAEME Obree is not a man who sips sparingly from the cup of adventure, nor looks at life with distrust.
Still, after the uphill struggles he has had to overcome in order to reach the pinnacle of his sport, those
without a notion of his mettle might expect that bric-a-brac bike of his to be lying back in bric-a-brac
pieces on the floor of his garden shed at home in Irvine.
Last summer, it seemed Obree had reached the point where he could not take the hassles any more,
which was a surprise to those who do know his make-up and his belief that sport was about taking your
body to the limits of endurance. Finishing second in the 15 kilometre race at a charity event in Dundee in
June, after which he announced his retirement, was surely not the limit of Graeme Obree, not a man with
such a history of blind persistence in endeavour and sacrifice.
Indeed it wasn’t. Within a couple of months Obree had announced his return by winning the British Time
Trial Championships. “I couldn’t go out the way that I did in Dundee,” he said yesterday at the re-opening
of the Edinburgh Bicycle Co-operative shop. If not quite intoxicated on the nectar of life (the financial
worries to which most folk assume sports people are immune still plague him), he, at least, still appears
flushed with the excitement of the journey that lies ahead.
Having been forced to abandon his attempt at the world one hour record due to pesky new restrictions
that make the handlebars of his home-made bike, Old Faithful, a couple of centimetres out of position,
Obree has turned his attentions to the world unrestricted one hour record which sees him not just tussling
with his own physical capabilities, but also his mechanical skills.
The rules for this are quite simple. The vehicle used must be human powered, and you must be unassisted. “There are no other restrictions,” he said, a sparkle in this notoriously rebellious man’s eye. “It
goes to the limits of technology, and the limit of physical endurance. It is a combination of engine and
vehicle, and the engine is the human being. Chris Boardman’s world one hour record of 1996 is 56.37
kilometres, the world unrestricted record is 79.3 kilometres. That’s almost 50 mph, and I would like to
take it over that.”
Those who think it absurd that a bicycle could ever go as fast as this may have a point, because the
contraption Obree hopes will lead him back into the record books has more the appearance of a space
craft. Certainly, you can’t imagine too many parts from an old washing machine being used to hold it
together. “You actually have to sit inside the bicycle. The very top of the body is only 80 centimetres high,
so the whole bicycle is only actually that high. It is contained within a chrysalis-shaped covering, so there
are a lot of aerodynamics to be worked out. I am just the engine that has to power it.”
Obree has been powering a prototype of this speeding pellet through the Ayrshire countryside, and is
“keeping his form ticking over while working on a few technicalities of it”. Still, he is not the type of fellow
who would fling away his daily bread in order to grapple with a dream, however much he believes in its
substantiality. His illness-stricken performance in the Olympics in Atlanta “knocked him off the treadmill”
and reduced his profile and earnings. He is currently in the process of setting up a business, though “not
cycling-related”, he is keen to add. So low is his level of funding, the need to earn money is an imperative
one if he wishes to sustain the Obree household. A lottery offer did come in this year, but the grand total
of £434.70 was a sum he not surprisingly deemed insufficient. “It might have got me a big job lot of
vegetables that we could have kept on the boil.” He says that cycling must be an afterthought until his
business, about which he will not give details, is up and running. Time, he concedes, is not on his side,
though he does point out that the Dutchman Joop Zoetemelk won the World Road Race Championship
in 1984 at the age of 39. Obree will be 33 in September, the month he hopes will see him break the world
one hour record for recumbents. After that, he will turn his attention back to Old Faithful and old foe Chris
Boardman’s one hour record.
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Obree’s return to cycling has presented a problem for the makers of a projected biopic of his life. His
plans to break more records means his story may yet take more high roads and by roads. Even he will
not make too predictions for the future, save that he will not be attempting any records unless he knows
he can beat them, although he does like the idea of being the subject for the first film about a British
sportsman to be made since Chariots of Fire.
So no mention of when, where, or on what... John Kingsbury knew nothing of this when questioned at the
Isle of Wight meeting - does anyone have any further intelligence? All gossip, rumours, etc. to the usual
address.

And His Transmission?
Bad news for anyone whose machine is fitted with small sprockets - it seems that Microdrive is a con after
all. Well, maybe not, but according to Bristol University, Big Rings are The Business:

Think big if you want a fast ride, cyclists are told
From THE TIMES, March 19th, 1998

Nigel Hawkes, Science Editor
A SCIENTIST at Bristol University has discovered that cyclists should start thinking bigger.
A bigger sprocket wheel - the toothed wheel that carries the chain - cuts friction and enhances efficiency,
Stuart Burgess says.
Had Chris Boardman fitted one when he achieved his world record of 56.38km in an hour in 1996, he
would have covered another 100 metres.
A tiny increase, perhaps, but it could be enough to separate first from second in a race determined by
fractions of a second, as cycling races often are. Over 25 miles, the bigger sprocket wheels would save
six seconds, Mr Burgess says in New Scientist.
Cycle designers have concentrated on saving weight by making the sprocket wheels smaller but that is
the wrong approach, Mr Burgess’s tests have shown. Modern sprocket wheels are made of aluminium
and are already so light that doubling their size makes hardly any difference. What it does, however, is
reduce the tiny frictional losses that occur as the chain flexes around the sprocket wheels. These losses
increase with the force exerted on the chain.
Making the sprocket wheels bigger reduces the force on the chain, which in turn reduces the frictional
losses. Chain drives are very efficient already but bigger sprocket wheels improve things still further. The
smaller wheels typically used by competition cyclists are 98.8 per cent efficient but wheels twice as big
are 99.4 per cent efficient.
The ordinary cyclist would not notice the difference but a racing cyclist might. The only limit is set by the
need for ground clearance at the front sprockets but it would be relatively easy to double the size of the
sprocket wheels without catching the ground.
(c) Times Newspapers Ltd, 1998

Strange Coincidences Department
The other day I was reading in “CAR” magazine an obituary of Ferry Porsche, the well-known designer of
Yuppie accessories and assorted other wheeled devices. Among these was a traction engine, built by
Skoda. It had steel road wheels, a 6 litre engine capable of running on diesel, petrol or wood gas and
used half a VW Beetle engine as a starter motor. “So what”, you may ask, “why mention it in here?” Well,
it was called the Ostrad...
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Strange Coincidences Department - Part 2
The above rang a little bell in what passes for my memory, and
after a bit of digging, I managed to unearth this picture from
the November 1987 issue of the same magazine. In an article
written by Formula 1 journalist Nigel Roebuck, the encounter
is described thus: “The morning is unremarkable save for the
Photo: Jerry Young / CAR magazine
sight of a man who, in the distance, looks as though he’s ensnared by a large insect. On closer inspection he’s clearly riding some sort of pedalo with wheels. It
makes a Sinclair C5 look substantial, but he seems unfazed by the camions thundering by”. Although it’s
virtually impossible to be certain, even in the original photo, I believe the “man attacked by insect” to be
none other than our very own Hon. Sec. Steve Donaldson.

“Meufl Fleece”
After a long period spent vainly hunting down a supplier of the closed-cell polythene foam much beloved
of German fairing builders, suddenly a whole bunch come along at once. Roy MacDonald found the
following (details provided by Miles Kingsbury, who has already used it for fairing purposes): RA International Ltd. Kings Hill Business Park, Darlaston Road, Wednesbury, West Midlands, WS10 7SH. Tel.
0121 556 4271, fax 0121 502 2562. They have a minimum order quantity of 20 m2, and the stuff Miles
used - RA13 Plain Yellow, 45 kg/m3 - was £5/m2 . Clive Sleath has found another supplier in the Midlands;
see Richard Middleton’s letter elsewhere in this issue. And we also found one, but in Belgium...

Dennis Says...
Membership Matters
We have now received about 60 % of this year’s subscriptions; those who have not yet paid should note
that they will not receive any further copies of the Newsletter unless they forward their subscription.

Interest and Bikes Survey
In previous years it could be seen that it was the home builders, who predominantly owned more than
one machine. But things are changing and it is very noticeable that some of our members are purchasing
a second or even a third machine. This is quite interesting, when you consider that both Kingcycle and
Aerobikes have ceased production. Could it be that some the cheaper manufactures like Pashley are
starting to corner the market. I should be able to tell you but unfortunately not all our members filled in
this section of the membership form.

Interests
The main interest is still stated as touring, so I am hoping to see a good turn out at this year’s CycleFest
in Lancaster.

In Praise Of Certain People...
...specifically the staff of the Holyrood pub in Wells Street, W1 and the CTC. The other week, Tina had
the misfortune to have her wallet nicked while shopping for posh work trousers in Oxford Street. The tealeaf clearly drank the contents of same, then dumped it in the Ladies’ in the Holyrood. Fortunately, it was
discovered by an honest cleaner, who handed it over to the bar staff. The only address or phone number
on any of the bits of paper inside was that of the CTC, so they rang the CTC, who then wrote to Tina to tell
her that her wallet had been located. Nice People. Considering the cost and hassle of replacing German
documentation from this country, we reckon that the CTC membership has paid for itself already, even
before considering the 25% discount off this summer’s ferry tickets.

Almost Finally
We hear that Maggot Manufacturer and all-round nice chap Nigel Sleigh has been grounded for medical
reasons. As we miss his Scouse humour, menagerie of wild and wonderful machinery and never-ending
supply of pictures for the Newsletter, we, and I’m sure everyone else as well, wish him a rapid recovery
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from that which ails him. Sometime Maggot pilot Ian Chattington also had a nasty crash the other week,
which prevented him from attending the Hetton/Darlington weekend. We wish him a swift recovery.

Suppliers And Wants - Part Deux
Robert Turner, the former proprietor of the sadly deceased Aerobikes, is still in possesion of a certain
quantity of parts which may be of interest to the aspiring home builder, ranging from frame compenents to
nuts and bolts. And all points in between. The list is rather too lengthy to reproduce in full, but can be had
from Robert at 2/32 Pentland Drive, Edinburgh, EH10 6PX, in return for an A5 (Newsletter-size) SAE.
Paul Davies, who has been responsible for some varied and rapid machinery in the past, wrote me an
interesting letter the other day, with many useful tips for the would-be fairing builder. I will reproduce the
salient points in the next issue. He mentions that he finds car gearbox oil a useful lubricant for transmissions, while a friend of his suggests the oil intended to lubricate the business end of a chainsaw. He also
mentions that as he now has moulds for everything from a full fairing for your trike to a full fairing for your
rear view mirror, he is in a position to supply these to interested parties. He sent me a sample of one of
his NACA ducts, in Kevlar, and very nice it is too. I shall incorporate it into the GTO when the time comes.
See “Suppliers And Wants” at the back of the Newsletter for further information.
And finally a plea to all those whose names appear in the said “Suppliers And Wants” section. Please,
please, please could you keep me informed as to changes in address, phone number, e-mail address,
product range, prices, etc. etc. Otherwise potential customers will get all cross...

Uncharacteristic Serious Bit
Regular readers of this magazine will undoubtedly have noticed that the names of Jonathan Woolrich
and Kevin Doran have featured fairly prominently in the last year or so, largely due to their collaboration
on the design and construction of Kevin’s arm-powered bike. While I only met Kevin for the first time at
Hayes last year, he has always come across both as a highly determined competitor and a thoroughly
pleasant bloke. Jonathan has been a mainstay of the BHPC for at least ten years, competing against the
“big boys” at home, in Europe and in the USA in a series of self-built machines and always appears
happy to discuss his machines with any interested party. Moreover he has been a close personal friend
for many years, and was particularly nice to Tina at the ‘94 Europeans in Switzerland, when she knew
little of HPV’s and none of the people involved. Both men, in short, are a credit to the Club.
Which is why I was rather disturbed to be informed by Jonathan, round about the time that Issue 52 was
put to bed, that Club member Ken Hobson felt himself to have been so badly treated by Jonathan and
Kevin at the Manchester Velodrome meeting in February that he wrote to Kevin’s sponsors to complain.
With Kevin’s permission, Mr. Hobson’s letter is reproduced overleaf:
Leaving aside the quite staggeringly offensive comment about Kevin’s arithmetic, this might be cause for
concern, if one didn’t know something of the personalities involved. So let me just make it plain, that to
the best of my knowledge, and that of anyone else I’ve spoken to on this matter, Mr. Hobson’s contribution to the Club can be summed up as follows:
a)
telling everyone about his “important” or “influential” “friends”
b)
trying to scrounge free machinery for Geoff Cooke (funny how no-one seems to have heard from
Geoff Cooke himself...)
c)
ringing up various Club members at all hours of the day to:
1:
bore their collective arse off
2:
be rude to their wives (as both Mrs. Larrington and Mrs. Doran can attest)
d)
offering to “introduce” one member of the BHPC to a cycling club of which he is already a
member
As Mr. Hobson, unlike Kevin or Jonathan, appears to have nothing useful to contribute to the BHPC,
perhaps it might be best for all concerned if he were to resign his membership forthwith. Otherwise!!!!!!!
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It's Your Letters, It's Your Letters!
Mr Michael Richard Allen
80 Collyer Avenue
Bognor Regis
W. Sussex
PO21 5JT
Dave & Tina,
I have just finished building my first HPV. It is called
“Yellow Pearl”; I was wondering if you would print
the enclosed photo in one of your Newsletters. The
bike is 15 speed; it has a Sturmey-Archer 3 speed
hub with a 26 tooth inner chain ring bolted to it under the seat. It is on 20 inch wheels with under
seat steering. Most of the bike is bolted together. I
own an ATP Vision SWB, and when I rode the Yellow Pearl for the first time I was surprised how good
it was compared with the Vision. For my first building attempt the main boom is 16 gauge 2x2 box
and the rear forks inch by inch box.
Keep up the good work with the Newsletters
Thank You
M. R. Allen

A very worthy first effort - Ed. And now, on the subject of “Meufl”...
37 Grove Lane
Barrow upon Soar
Leics,
LE12 8NP
Dear Editor,
Anchor Surplus of the Cattle Market, Nottingham have ex-Army sleeping mats (heavyweight Karrimats 10 mm thick, 24” wide, 72” long) for £4.50 each from a number of which an exceedingly ugly Meufl fairing
can be made. Clive Sleath, who is an aethetician greater than me (or, perhaps, likes to be alive - Army
Karrimats are dull green and almost invisible to motorists, a race of person ill-equipped with visual acuity;
Clive really hates being run over and killed) has sourced a supply of prettier foam in a variety of widths
and thicknesses:
Ramfoam Ltd., Unit 2, Speed Road, Barnfield Industrial Estate, Tipton, W Mids, DY4 9DU, tel. 0121 520
0020.
He once lived in the next village and pointed out that due to the proximity of the Quorn Hunt Kennels, now
a bijou executive estate for such bijou executives whose aspirations render them content to dwell in the
kennels of their social superiors, there are to be found a large number of horse-riding ladies on the roads
hereabouts, and that accordingly a fully faired vehicle such as his Super-Slug (illus: BHPC Newsletter,
Issue 46, Summer 1996, p. 32) was a disadvantage on a Sunday morning since horses, a species of
herbivore so intelligent as occasionally to take fright at a roadside clump of flowers, imagined this swift
and silent vehicle to be a form of tiger, and when they saw him coming would head for Rutland. I can
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confirm his findings and my front Meufl, while adding 1.5 mph @ 20 mph, makes my journies a lot
longer owing to having frequently to dismount for
horseys (sic). Clive also commends this material,
being impervious to the weather, as a wheel disc
bound to the spokes. I find, however, that in direct
sunlight the air within the closed cells tends to expand, and the wheel disc bulges outwards in between bindings in a far from aerodynamic manner.
Instant Signs, of 7 New Road, Chippenham, Wilts,
SN15 1HH, tel. 01249 658888, fax 01249 448888,
will post 0.75 mm polycarbonate. Ask for Kiker (his
first name) who professes interest in HPVs.
Yours faithfully
Richard Middleton

Richard also supplied a couple of pics of eight year old Jane Middleton and her bike (see above), as well
as a cartoon by well-known cycling cartoonist Brick, “for the back cover”. Which prompted a storm of
protest from Tina: “the back cover is MINE!”. So in the interests of marital harmony, I’ll try and fit it in
somewhere else. Like here...
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David Fyfe
1A Capricorn Road
Stanley
Falkland Islands
Fax 0 500 27416
Home Phone 0 500 22394
E-mail: dfyfe@horizon.co.fk
Dear Dave
Greetings once more from Stanley, Falkland Islands. I thought the enclosed photographs are quite cute
and just go to show how comfortable the Fyfecycle is! I caught the cat napping in the sun on my recumbent seat but it wouldn’t stay long enough for me to get my good camera out, hence just grabbed the
digital one.
It may be of interest to folk back home to hear that there is another HPV person in Stanley. I got a huge
surprise to have my recumbent progress along the Stanley Airport Road arrested by a Land Rover driven
by Kenny Stewart of Aberdeenshire. It turned out he had read my previous article in the HPV Newsletter.
We arranged to meet and enjoyed an evening discussing bikes and building plans. The outcome is a
South Atlantic HPV Association with a view to holding regular meetings, races, social tours and annual
dinner ... in the Falklands. Perhaps we should be publishing a Newsletter too!
We agreed it would be significant to make HPV speed record attempts in the Falklands to break the
existing Southern Hemisphere records for faired and unfaired 200m sprint, hour and so on... Kenny
suggests it would be possible to arrange cost free transport for an HPV from the UK to the Falklands and
back. I have Stanley Airfield and the possibility of using the huge airfield at Mount Pleasant for such
record breaking. I wonder if there is anyone reading the BHPC Newsletter who would be willing to lend
a suitable high-tech. HPV for a period of one to two months during the Northern Hemisphere winter, or
any other time when a machine could be spared? If so, please drop me a line and I shall be delighted to
correspond.
I am looking forward to leave in the UK from 10th April to 21st May. I shall be in Edinburgh for part of that
time and in Aberdeen in May. It is just possible that I might put in an appearance at an HPV event this
spring. Wishing everyone a successful racing season.
Regards to all

Dave the Dentist

Anyone prepared to take a guess at what the current Southern Hemisphere records are? I would imagine that the faired ones are likely to be the property of Wimpie van der Merwe in South Africa, while the
unfaired ones??? - Ed.
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A. E. Hunt, Berlin,
Tel. 00 49 30 25901-530
Dear Dave,
Writing as one who has been paid to take an interest in at least the theory of continuously variable transmissions on
and off for the last 20 years, I'm very sceptical about their usefulness in HPV's. Aside from dubious reliability/
longevity, only mitigated by substantial investment in R&D, most are characterised by low efficiency (75%-93%
compared to a chain's 97%-99% - all under optimal conditions of course) due to friction or pumping losses. This is
acceptable if your power unit has a peaky power curve and your alternative gearbox has only five or six fixed ratios
which need constant shifting with interruption of power to match road conditions. We, by contrast, have relatively
flexible power units, more (intermediate) ratios than we really need and relatively slowly changing road conditions
most of the time.
Again, for passenger cars, one of the attractions is that CVT's offer the possibility of very long overdrives which
bring such an increase in engine efficiency at cruising speeds that the inefficiencies of the transmission are masked.
An increased ratio range on an HPV might sound attractive, but I doubt we'd be prepared to sacrifice 5% (or
probably more) of our energy all the time in order to have an occasional benefit - most of our time is spent in the
middle of the range, after all.
I hope, nonetheless, that Mr Le Guen [I think he just wrote the article, rather than designing the actual transmission
- Ed.] achieves his 99% efficiency. Considering, however, 1) the observed substantial overlap in intelligence
between the porcine and human species, 2) the fact that the latter have achieved self-propelled flight, and 3) the
clear aerodynamic advantage of the former, I'd rather recommend members to glance upward occasionally than
spend any time on CVT's. Seriously, I think we've got many more fruitful avenues to explore first, and it would be
a shame to see any of our experimental capacity go to waste.
Regarding fruitful avenues, I have to say that although most of my theoretical musings concern speed, the main
reason I don't yet ride an HPV (shame) but stick to my diamond-framed racer, is that I'm still not convinced about
on-the-road safety. I know all the arguments about "better to have an accident feet first" etc., but the most likely
reason I can imagine for having a serious accident is that one day I'll just not be seen by a motorist. It seems to me
that, apart from colours, there are two aspects here: my projected area in the motorist’s vision and how quickly he
recognises what I am. This means that any reduction in frontal (or rearal?) area or change of shape from the
conventional bike is likely to prejudice my safety. A drag-free improvement in visibility of HPV's would therefore
seem to be an important (largely neglected?) aspect in their evolution to become transport for everyman.
Best wishes
Tony

A Day At The Races

First, the remainder of the BHPC season:
July 12th
August 2nd
August 23rd
September 20th
October 4th
October 18th

Hayes, Middlesex
Salt Ayre, Lancaster
Kirkby (to be confirmed)
Curborough, near Lichfield, Staffs.
Castle Combe, near Chippenham, Wilts.
AGM, Eastway

All the remaining races are generally scheduled to start from “about 11:00”, with the exception of Lancaster, which I’m told is to be “in the afternoon”. Note also the change of date for the Lancaster champion-
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ship race, though Dennis Adcock points out that there will still be a variety of other races on August 1st.
As a general point, if you’re planning to attend a race meeting and need to call someone for directions,
please do so well in advance! The night before a race it is highly likely that the likes of gNick, Tina &
myself, Steve & Sherri etc. will not be at home, either because we’re staying somewhere else a little
closer to the venue or because we’ve gone down the pub...
Hayes
Our second visit to this new circuit on the
western edge of London. Apparently the
Surrounding Spaces have now been surfaced, so the mud should be less of a problem this year.
Lancaster
How to get to the Salt Ayre track, according
to that nice Mr. Donaldson: heading from
Lancaster, follow the signs for Morecambe,
until you reach a roundabout with a large
supermarket adjacent thereto. Take the exit
towards Morecambe, and in pretty short order, turn left into the sports centre, which
conceals the track entrance.
Kirkby
Apparently this is a large (Herne Hill-plus
sized) outdoor velodrome. No further details are available at the time of writing,
though gNick is endeavouring to get things
firmed up. So I guess interested parties
should contact him directly, though be
warned that the Green Party is heading for
the Europeans, so will not be at home in early
August.
Curborough
Directions courtesy of Paul Morantz (whom I forgot to credit last year - thanks Paul). From the A38 north
of Lichfield, turn off at the Fradley Park interchange - about a mile and a half north of Lichfield and two
miles south of the A513 junction. Head generally west, with Fradley Park on your left, the Lucas factory
on the right and past the Auction Centre, also on the left. You will see a kart track on the left - ignore it!!!
This is not the track you want. Instead, take the next turning on the left, and you will find the track
entrance on the right almost immediately.
Castle Combe
From the A420 Bristol - Chippenham road, take the B4039 generally north-west, towards the village of
Castle Combe. The track is thoroughly signposted, and is on the southern side of the road (left if approaching from the Chippenham direction). There appear to be about a hundred separate entrances; the
one we want is labelled “Competitors” or similar.
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Eastway AGM Meeting
Democracy in action! Your chance to depose the
Committee, watch the various Championship winners squirm with embarrassment and quiz Dennis
as to where all the money has gone... The circuit
lies to the south-east of the A106 in east London,
but as work on the M11 link road is causing havoc
around there at the moment, giving any further details is unlikely to be of much use, as things on the
ground will have changed seven times over by the
time of the meeting...
From Our Foreign Correspondents
August 5th - 9th
August 29th - 30th
T.B.A.

European Championships, Roskilde, Denmark
HPV Rail Championships,
Laupen, Switzerland
IHPVA World Championships, T.B.A., USA

It’s not too late to register for Denmark, but Niels requests that if you are planning to go, you should let
them know as soon as possible. Write to: Niels Greve, Kløvervej 40, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark, or via the
Web at: http://www.image.dk/~greven/hpvem/hpvem.htm
The Rail HPV Championships are once more being organised by Future Bike in Switzerland. The rules
remain basically the same as last year (they were published in issue 49). For further information, contact
Jürg Hölzle, Spitzackerstrasse 9, 4410 Liestal, Switzerland, work fax (+41) 33 228 30 39, e-mail:
hoelzle@dial.eunet.ch, web: http://is.eunet.ch/futurebike/Misc/Rail/rail_main.html
No further news on the IHPVA event; at the time of writing they are still attempting to find a suitable site.
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Assorted Useful Info From The EM 1998 Web Page
And Elsewhere
Is my bike “partly faired” when I have a
streamlined tail fairing?
NO, when it comes to determine vehicle classes
the Racing committee will only take front, top and
side views into consideration. In 200 m Sprint, Criterium and Road Race we differentiate between
three vehicle classes:
•
•
•

Unfaired vehicles (UF)
Partly faired vehicles (PF)
Fully faired vehicles (FF)

To determine which class a particular vehicle falls
into, we consider a picture showing that vehicle in
four projections: Front view, top view and right/left
side view.

Eastway
circuit

UNFAIRED:

Rider’s body totally uncovered by streamlined fairing in
every of the four projections
FAIRED:
Rider’s body area more than half covered by streamlined fairing in every of the
four projections
PARTLY FAIRED: Every vehicle which does not fall into either the unfaired or the faired class
The term streamlined fairing here refers to any aerodynamic improving part, no matter if it is mounted as
a necessary part of the vehicle structure or as a removable device. Even devices mounted directly on the
rider’s body can be interpreted as streamlined fairing. Standard helmet and clothes, standard pedals,
steering parts, normal frametubes etc. are not considered as a streamlined fairing.
The racing committee hope and believe that this type of class division creates no major troubles. In most
cases the classification of the vehicles will be obvious. In case of doubt, please contact the racing committee. (In cases of fairings covering slightly less or more than 50% of body area, photos showing the four
vehicle projections could come in handy).
What are the rules regarding helmets and fully-enclosed machines?
Search me (Ed.) gNick e-mailed Niels the other day, but I’ve heard nothing so far in return.
How do I get my bike across the Storebælt?
When you go from Fyn to Sjælland, you’ll be crossing the Storebælt. Right now trains cross under in a
tunnel and cars go by ferry. Sometime in May the islands will be connected with a bridge, which means
that the ferries will stop. Since this fantasillion kroner bridge is not equipped with a bikepath your options
will be somehow limited. If you have a short wheelbase recumbent like a Kingcycle or M5 you can still get
it on the train unless you have a trailer; this has to be disassembled. If you have a long wheelbase
recumbent, a tandem, or more than two wheels, the chairman of the Danish Cyclist Federation tells me,
that a bus or car with a big trailer will bring the bikes over the bridge. At weekends probably every hour
and on ordinary days something like four times a day. However, the concept is not yet ready nor is the
schedule, but I will bring it here [EM 1998 Web page] as soon as I know about it. This route is the main
west-east one across Denmark, but there are other ferries between Jylland and Sjælland…
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Accommodation
There is a camp site 4 km north of Roskilde, and in addition, Borrevejle Camping, 12 km west of the
town. The latter has cabins as well – price for a 4-person cabin with shower is 425 DKK/night.
Roskilde Youth Hostel is located 2 km west of the town centre. Hotels include: Scandic Hotel (double
room 595 DKK/night); Hotel Maglegarden (double room 435 DKK/night); Hotel Prinsen (double room
795 DKK/night).
Latest News From Niels…

Hello again all !
Sorry for the delay of this newsletter, but we were really in deep s*** for a couple of weeks, since first our
planned spot for accommodation turned us down and then the police weren’t too sure that we could have
permission for the planned race courses. It turned out, that we found another place for accommodation
and with a good support from our city hall representative, we managed to get all the courses we applied
for.
This means that the accommodation will be at a place called “Kildegården” if you want to sleep inside and
for campers on some outdoor handball courses 2-300 m from that. Kildegården is situated only a few
hundred yards west of the centre of Roskilde. We are still trying to get some small cabins next to Kildegården
for small groups or families with children to stay in.
It seems that there is some confusion whether non-competitors can get accommodation together with
competitors. If you read the invitation folder it should be obvious that accommodation is one thing and
racing is another. You can choose either or both for a price of 200 DKr each, children are half price. It
makes no difference whether you are camping or staying indoors. However we have decided to offer a
family discount so that parents or guardians with children get accommodation for the price of two adults.
Family in this context doesn’t mean adult sisters, brothers, cousins, grandparents etc.
About the children’s’ participation at the EM (EC), we sincerely hope that parents around Europe will
bring their children to participate. As in all other aspects of life they are our future, and we would like to
give them a good start. If lack of bikes is the problem, let us know. We can probably supply 8-10 bikes for
children aged 8-12 years old.
The Road race on Sunday will be 5 laps of 17 km = 85 km. When the winner has completed the full
distance, the remaining riders will be stopped at the finish line even if they have been lapped.
Some news about the Cyclefeast that we organise along with the EM:
We are planning to have two parades. The first one for opening the Cyclefeast week Sunday the 2nd at
about 13.00, followed by the first Danish Trial Championship. Trial is when you jump through a course
instead of riding. Up and down on old car wrecks, garden furniture, rocks, fountains, narrow walls, and
anything else they can think of. They can actually balance on their bikes on a ten centimetre wide edge
3 m above the ground and jump one meter down, turning the bike 180 degrees in the air just to land on
the roof of an old car placed behind them.
The second parade starting from the centre of Roskilde on the 6th at 9.00, and ending on the 200m sprint
course just south of Roskilde, to open the EM. All kinds of bikes will be represented in the parades.
Please participate if you can.
On Tuesday the 4th and Wednesday the 5th we have the “Circus Changhigh” making 4-5 performances
each day in the centre of the town. Thursday afternoon there will be a “transport bike” race in the city.
So much for now, but don’t forget to check our homepage now and then. I know that some links are still
empty, but having had all the other troubles, I simply haven’t had the time to update anything else but the
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participant list. I can assure you that I’m working on the subject so ......
http://www.image.dk/~greven/hpvem
Finally some answers:
I’m sorry that we can not overcome to book other kind of accommodation than what we have to offer you.
You could however try to contact the tourist information in Roskilde on +45 46353085.
Yes, you can register when you arrive and still get accommodation as well. To make our planning easier
we urge you to register in advance. You don’t pay anything until arrival so there is no harm done, even if
you sadly get otherwise engaged before the EM.
No, the Roskilde Festival is not on at the same time as the EM. It is the Roskilde Folk Music Festival on
Saturday the 8th and Sunday the 9th.
Yes, I’m quite sure that the papers from the seminar will be for sale afterwards. I’ll ask C.G. Rasmussen
(Leitra).
Stay tuned and prepare yourself for a great championship.
Niels Greve
greven@image.dk

Sherri's Section!
The remainder of the touring calendar looks, to the best of the Editor’s knowledge, like
this:
Saturday to Sunday 27th- 28th June

South Shropshire Marches
Social Tour Weekend
Thursday to Sunday 5th -9th August
Roskilde, Denmark
European Championships
Friday to Monday
28th -31st August Lake District
Bank Holiday
Social Tour Weekend
27th -28 th June South Shropshire Marches
Possibly in time for this issue... South Shropshire Marches is to be run by one of our own
- Roger Hulme. At the Cotswolds Social Tour last year Roger offered and has come up with a lovely route
in south Shropshire which should be good fun with like minded HPVers. Location: Wentnor and The
Green. OS Reference 382 932 Sheet 137, Height 300m. From the information Roger sent me I have abstracted the following:“ Wentnor is a hamlet situated on the south western ridge of the Long Mynd. It has two items of interest;
a pub called the Crown with good quality bar meals and a B&B. Bishops Castle, an attractive unspoilt
small border town, is five miles away and has many pubs, two of which brew their own beer, plus a
number of attractive buildings (Tudor and later).” Sounds Great! Saturday’s ride will be around 45
miles and hilly through Montgomery, Kerry Ridgeway and Bishops Castle. Sunday’s ride will average
30 miles and go from Long Mynd and the Portway. Plenty of interesting pubs en route. Camping and
B&B are available, lots of pubs for food and refreshments (excellent) and good company promise to
make this a lovely weekend. More info is available directly from Roger (01630) 638210 or me (01224) 772
164.
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August 5th -9th Roskilde, Denmark
Too late now for those discount ferry tickets for CTC members, but still well worth a visit. Denmark is
tailor-made for recumbents, and the Editor ’s spies say that Roskilde is worthy of a visit.
28th -31st August

Lake District

gNick is organisating a luvverly long weekend in the Lakes - accommodation will be at Carrock Fell
Youth Hostel (limited numbers) with camping available. Being such a pretty area, B&Bs are available - so
we are catering for all tastes and budgets. Further information can be obtained (as it comes to hand)
either directly from gNick or me - see page 2 for contact details.
Other Events:
Tandemania
andemania,Tanat Valley, Wales. 22nd - 26th July 1998. Details from Swallow Tandems on 01691 780050.
Bike Culture W
eek
Week
eek,York. 18th - 25th July 1998. Contact Open Road on 01904 412200.
CycleFest
See overleaf...

Editor’s Note – Roy Macdonald contributed the following, from the Chico Enterprise – Record. Thanks,
Roy.

Chico State students build a better bike
It takes top prize among 29 schools

By Roger H. Aylworth
Staff Writer
Chico State University students have taken top honors in a national “human powered vehicle” competition
with a “recumbent” bicycle shrouded in a shell made of the same material used in Stealth aircraft and
bullet proof vests. The contest, which took place
the first of this month in Denver, Colo., pitted teams
of mechanical engineering students from 29
colleges and universities against one another in
three different competitions: design, road racing and
sprint racing. Chico State’s team won the road race
competition, took second in the design element, and
placed third in the sprint race. The combination of
scores earned the team the overall title.
Team member Blake Heinlein, a junior, said that
“recumbent” means the operator essentially lies on
his or her back while riding it. Heinlein said that the
reclining position allows for a lower silhouette and
less wind drag. The shell is made out of carbon
fibers and Kevlar, which are bonded with epoxy
resins. Heinlein said the combination is the same
materials used in Stealth aircraft and the Kevlar is
the material used to make bullet proof vests. The
rider has to be hoisted by teammates into the
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saddle, and a streamlined top with a clear bubble is locked down
onto the rest of the cowling. Heinlein and fellow teammate Kurt
Pilkington estimated that the bike would cost between $10,000
and $15,000 to build if all the materials and labor had not been
donated.
The hi-tech, multi-geared bicycle reached a top speed of 39.65
miles an hour in the sprint competition, while the team that won
that part of the contest hit 42 miles per hour. In 1987, the last
time Chico State won the overall competition, the team set the
all-time speed record at 57.7 miles per hour. A change in the
contest rules may have put that record permanently out of reach.
It used to be that the bikes were designed to fit the body of a
specific bike racer. Now the bike has to be operated by members
of the mechanical engineering team, with a different driver for
each competition and no “ringers” allowed, according to Heinlein.
Despite winning the competition, the bike has one little flaw,
the rider has no way to put his or her foot down when the bike
stops so without a waiting crew member, the driver can’t stop
without toppling over. At the end of the road race competition
the driver saw all of his teammates standing at the finish line,
so there was nobody in the pit to keep the bike erect if he
stopped. The rider was forced to do one more unplanned lap
so teammates could support him as he slowed and stopped.
Heinlein said the bike is going to be used for a series of other test including crash tests. Scrapes all along
the left side of the shell show where two impromptu crash tests were inadvertently conducted during the
Denver competition. Team members say the competition taught them important lessons in teamwork,
design, deadlines and manufacturing.

Roy also supplied the following sketches of his forthcoming fairing, which is at present living in his spare
bedroom. He hopes he’ll be able to get it down the stairs...
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GTO - The Editorial Fairing Project – Part 2
“Designer’s” Note: The GTO is primarily intended for commuting / touring use, so should you harbour
doubts about the distinctly non-optimum shape:
1.

2.

I never intended to build the ultimate low-drag vehicle, merely something which would keep the rain
off, be able to carry Things as well as me, and not be so complicated a shape that there’s no chance
of getting it finished in time for Denmark.
I’m a non-optimum shape too – at least 6” too long and about the same amount too wide about the
shoulders.

Build Process - Part 2
Last issue, we had got to the stage of marking out the vast sheets of insulating foam, which took about six
times longer than originally anticipated due to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mystery Viruses
The Newsletter
The mixture of rain, sleet, snow, hail and high winds which has passed for Spring this year
The kitchen floor
A couple of races
Procrastination

However, the weather improved, and so did the Editor’s Attitude, and thus it came to pass that the
marking-out process was finally completed, and the Editor has acquired a fair-to-middling sun-tan into
the bargain. Next, the cutting-out stage.
The first thing you will need to do is to get your matching sections for the left and rights sides of the plug
and stick them together. Double-sided carpet tape, as recommended previously, is not actually as wonderful as I thought, at least with the foam I’m using, as the surface is a bit rough for it to stick reliably. Dire
warnings about glue dissolving polystyrene foam abound, but I’ve discovered a water-based PVA adhesive will do the trick. The stuff I’m using came from Ikea, where it is sold for the purpose of gluing tongueand-groove floorboards together, and costs about three or four quid for a half-litre bottle. It looks remarkably similar to Copydex, so I suspect the latter would be just as effective. The d/s tape, though, is quite
useful for locating the sections until the glue has set. Ensure that when sticking the sections together,
you:
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•
•
•

Do not use vast quantities of glue
Do not apply glue to the centre of the sections
Do not apply d/s tape in such a way that it crosses the line along which you are intending to cut

Once the sections are positioned together satisfactorily, place them on a flat surface and put Heavy
Things on top of them. We have a whole bunch of sturdy wooden bookcase shelves which are ideal for
the purpose. Overnight seems to be a more than adequate period.
Next, you will need to cut the sections out precisely. For this there are a number of items which are
indispensable, and a few which are very useful.
Indispensable Items
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Black and Decker Workmate. The jaws open wide enough to hold the four-inch thick slab of foam
steady while you attack it with all the means at your disposal.
A couple of long thin wooden boards. Having just laid a new kitchen floor, we had a few floorboards
left over – 1200 x 200 mm and about 7mm thick. These are used to steady the sections in the
Workmate, and for smaller pieces make a handy straight edge for accurate cutting.
Hot-wire cutting tool. You could do it with a saw, or a knife, or a cheese-cutter, but the hot-wire is a
lot easier.
Stanley Surform.
A large roll of bin bags. To collect the offcuts. (N.B. Before even reaching this stage in the proceedings, I had generated enough scrap foam to completely fill the boot of ye Olde Faithful CX Safari
with the rear seats down.).
Sandpaper, and plenty of it.
A wooden block, to wrap your sandpaper around.

Very Useful Items
1.
2.

3.
4.

A couple of thin metal straight edges. Slim 1m steel rulers would be ideal for this, though I made my
own out of a long piece of right-angle section aluminium which I found in the shed.
Water butt. I know, I know, this sounds a bit odd, but our water butt is the same height as the
Workmate, and thus can be used to support one end of the larger sheets while the Workmate holds
the other.
A skateboard (see below).
Garage. Sadly, I haven’t got one of these.

Support the foam firmly with the Workmate and
water butt, or anything else which can be used to
hold the wretched stuff steady. Then just cut along
the dotted line! Unless you have very steady hands
(i.e. nothing like your Editor, especially on a Sunday morning), you will need some assistance cutting the straight bits. To this end, apply d/s tape to
one side of your metal straight edges and stick to
the foam along the line you wish to cut. Hey presto!
Instant straight cut! That is, unless they fall off in
mid-slice. Replace the tape regularly, as it will lose
its stickiness, especially when coated with foam
dust. If you’re tempted to use something other than
metal, make sure it’s impervious to attack from your
hot wire. Curves are a bit more tricky, and should
be approached very carefully by hand, unless you
can think of a better way.
Editing a small section with a hot wire
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Once you have got the section more or less the
way you want it, use the Surform and sandpaper to
smooth off the edges until the whole shebang is
the nice regular shape you last glimpsed on a drawing several months ago. If you have a garage, this
is far and away the best place to carry out this operation, as the quantity of dust generated is not
small. If you are obliged to do it in the garden, try
to pick a day when the wind will not blow the stuff
all over your neighbours’ washing. Fortunately, we
had easterlies for the past few weeks…
Repeat from above, with variations, until you have
each member of a pair of sections the same size
and shape. Separate the two (this is why you need
to be sparing with the glue) with something thin - I
used a metal fish slice(!) – and put aside somewhere where they won’t be assaulted by cats, bicycles or the ironing board. When all the parts are
complete…

Above: Editing a large section with a surform
Below: The partially-Edited plug

…stick the whole lot together. This is just the same
as before, except that you can be a lot more liberal
with the glue this time. At this stage, you will need
some Very Heavy Things to compress everything
while the glue dries. Try bookshelves and large
cartons of washing powder. If all else fails, Editors
can be bribed with beer and a good book to come
and sit on it for a few hours.

You now have a single large lump of foam, consisting
of several discrete layers, which you will only now find
cannot be fitted into your conservatory. Your mission
is to turn this into a smooth Blob. To do this, it would
appear that there is no substitute for elbow grease – I
tried using Tina’s power sander, but it’s too slow to
remove large quantities of material. To remove fairly
large quantities without vast expenditure of effort, the
Surform is just the ticket. And the quantity of dust generated at this stage is rivalled only by that found blowing into the streets of Cairo during the Scirocco. Anything above Force 2 and your garden will resemble the set of “Scott Of The Antarctic”. If it’s sunny, be
sure to wear shades, in order to prevent snow blindness. However, I digress. Scrape, scrape and scrape
again, until you have a fairing-shaped Thing. Hopefully this will be symmetrical, and reasonable smooth.
Popular myth suggests that this will take as long as the Second Coming (the Stone Roses LP, that is).
Actually it doesn’t seem to be too bad – a Saturday afternoon for one side of the nose, which is probably
the trickiest part (Saturday morning having been spent, in part, taking another Moby-load of scrap foam
to the tip). And it’s rather a nice feeling as something resembling a rather dull layer cake gradually starts
to look like the shape you dreamed up in the bath so long ago.
Anyway, that’s where I am at the moment. Next issue, you will hopefully be able to read about the
remainder of the project – the glass-fibre work, fitting your bike inside and so forth. Alternatively, you may
read about taking an axe to the whole thing. Oh yes, that skateboard. Well, after some serious junk
relocation, I cleared enough space in my shed to fit the plug inside. But in order to get it all the way in
without scraping across the door sill, I needed some handy wheels to support the back end. We just
happened to have Tina’s skateboard to hand…
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Eastway – April 5 th 1998
It was the first outing for Tina’s Great Social Experiment with race formats, it was cold, it was windy, it was
occasionally damp and quite often horrid. Some days I wonder just why we do this… Anyway, an early
start time was supposed to ensure that people would actually do something, i.e. single-lap standing start
sprints, prior to the commencement of overt hostilities in the form of the scratch racing, but for a long time
no-one seemed the slightest bit interested. Instead there was much loafing about trying to look as though
we weren’t freezing to death and occasional forays onto the track to check out the wind conditions. Not
so many years ago, anyone stating their intention of running a fully-faired bike in such weather would
have been carted off to the nearest funny farm before they stood a chance of being blown into the
bushes, but no more. Only Mr. Treasurer Adcock elected to remove his fairing, though Mr. Competition
Secretary Green was probably having second thoughts about his…

gNick Green & what was the Acme Racer at the time

The skeleton of Dennis Adcock’s Pink Pig

Why? Well, being a cast-off Kingsbury design, the
newly-christened Acme Racer was probably drawn
up with Small People in mind, and thus gNick has
no shoulder room and even with a “hairnet” helmet, precious little headroom as well. Finished in
bright red, it certainly looks The Business, but tried
to eat its K-drive and it remains to be seen whether
it can be made a bit more habitable. Ken Brown’s
new machine, which I have down on my list as the
Snake (though this may be a reference to its habit
of shedding its chain), is a low rear-drive machine,
concealed under a black fabric fairing – the precise
details of what lurks therein will have to await further investigation. Tim Elsdale appeared with the
latest version of his prone bike; I didn’t get a close
look at this so I’m not sure how it differs from last
year’s model except in colour. A Mark II version of
Terry Power’s Inversion was in evidence, ridden by
newcomer James Trenchard, while modifications
had been made to Ian Willett’s Ironing Board – a
tail box, and Jon Woolrich’s arm-powered bike – a
K-drive. If there was anything else new, I missed
it, unless you include Ian Sheen’s motorcycle. One
item missing, however, was the Clan Donaldson –
Hairy McSteve having gone down with some vile
Caledonian illness the previous week and feeling
not at all like driving six hundred miles each way.

We finally managed to bully a few people into doing single lappers (thanks to the Cox brothers for going
first and thereby encouraging the others). The net result of which was that Pete Cox beat me by less than
a second, which was not kind. Still, I would have my revenge later… Quickest man of the lot, unsurprisingly,
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Phil Skoyles’ Mean ‘n’ Not Green, before its transformation into a part-faired machine
was Steve Slade, whose 2’10” lap works out to just over 28 m.p.h. while Dave Richards was the most
rapid of the unfaired competitors, some 10 seconds and 2 m.p.h. slower.
Almost on schedule, we managed to get the “fast” race underway, though this was not without its drama.
Jonathan Woolrich had neglected to bring any of his cycling gear with him, but after some frantic borrowing of kit, made the start. As the field accelerated away down the hill, there was the kind of loud, hollow
thump that is made only by a hard-shelled machine falling over, and sure enough, at the end of lap one,
we all streamed past a Jonathan busy swearing at the front tyre he had failed to notice being flat… A
swift application of the pump saw him back in the race, but a fair way down on the leader. Who was, of
course, Steve Slade in the Wasp. At the end of the half-hour plus a lap race, he’d done a McLaren to the
field, lapping everyone bar fellow Wasp pilot Roy MacDonald. Third up was Tim Costen’s faired Kingcycle,
a few seconds ahead of unfaired winner Dave Richards, who had eluded Miles Kinsgbury in the final third
or so of the race, and Ian Chattington riding Susan Laughton’s Tchaikovski. Ian had also been down with
the lurgi the previous week, and thus had originally decided not to compete, but the lure of Speed was too
strong. Stronger even than that, in fact, as we would shortly discover. gNick succumbed to cramp in the
kNees after some nine laps, while the unfortunate Phil Wray went out with a puncture almost as the halfhour was up.
And so to race two. Confusion reigned supreme,
and not just because Ian C. decided to take part,
on Dave Richards’ bike. Until halfway through,
when he swapped onto Miles Kingsbury’s Wasp,
whereupon gNick, overcome by badness, waved
the red flag at him. Which Ian duly ignored. No, for
a long time we couldn’t work out who was officially
in the lead, until we finally figured it was Simon
Hursthouse’s Kingcycle, just in time to make him
do another lap. Second up, and convincing winner
of the multi-track category, was the SpeedyDennis Adcock leads Dave Redknap, John Olson &
mounted Richard Everett, from Derrick Tweddle’s
Terry Power
long-tailed Fast Donkey, complete with a well known
character from the works of A.A.Milne on the side.
Behind the Twed and Tim Hayes, reigning multi-track champion Marcus Hunt edged out Chris Cox by
about the length of a crank for fifth. Susan Laughton was the sole survivor in the Ladies’ class, as Mrs.
Editor elected not to take part and Fiona Grove had retired the Mk III Velodynamics with maladies variously reported to be in the gearchange or the knees.
Rush off to the bar, stick results into the Club’s newly acquired laptop PC and generally warm up a bit,
while doing our bit to smash the Capitalist system. How? Well, Tina’s friend Kristin and her friend Kelly
had come down to watch. Naturally they wanted to partake of a little lunch, but in spite of placing their
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order, no chicken nuggets were forthcoming, even after an hour. This called for immediate action, and
when Kristin mentioned that she was having people round for dinner that night, but had a bit of a cutlery
shortage, that notorious Anarchist I** S**** (name removed to protect the guilty) staged a large-scale act
of larceny by collecting all the loose forks in the neighbourhood. Not as newsworthy as tipping a bucket
of water over John Prescott, but still quite satisfying. Maybe next time we should warn them that a
Fast Race
Position Number
1
11
2
55
3
51
4
94
5
110
6
36
7
76
8
68
9
14
10
8
11
17
12
28
13
40
14
22
DNF 44
DNF 5
Slow Race

Name
Vehicle
Class Laps Min Sec
Steve Slade
Wasp II
F
15
33
25
Roy MacDonald
Wasp II
F
15
34
44
Tim Costen
Kingcycle
F
14
34
45
Dave Richards
Kestrel
U
14
34
52
Miles Kingsbury
Wasp
U
14
35
02
Ian Chattington
Tchaikovski
U
13
33
43
Nigel Leaper
Low
F
13
34
05
Dave Larrington
Marchant The Wonder Bike
F
13
35
54
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
U
12
35
55
Ken Brown
Snake
F
11
33
37
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
F
11
33
55
Andy Barnes
Kingcycle
F
11
34
00
Iain James
Kingcycle
U
11
35
22
Paul London
Kingcycle
F
11
36
06
gNick Green
Morse's Law
F
9
27
38
Phil Wray
Kingcycle
F
8
29
40

Km/h
44.2
42.5
39.6
39.5
39.3
37.9
37.5
35.6
32.9
32.2
31.9
31.8
30.6
30.0
32.0
26.5

MPH
27.5
26.4
24.6
24.6
24.4
23.6
23.3
22.1
20.4
20.0
19.8
19.8
19.0
18.6
19.9
16.5

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
DNF

Name
Simon Hursthouse
Richard Everett
Derrick Tweddle
Tim Hayes
Chris Cox
Marcus Hunt
Geoff Bird
Ian Willett
Dave Redknap
John Olson
Dennis Adcock
Tim Elsdale
James Trenchard
Phil Skoyles
Terry Power
Susan Laughton
Brian Dalton
Kevin Doran
Fiona Grove

Km/h
33.5
32.0
31.2
31.0
30.2
30.2
29.4
29.4
28.7
28.5
28.0
27.7
26.9
26.6
26.0
25.7
22.8
17.2
21.5

MPH
20.8
19.9
19.4
19.3
18.8
18.8
18.3
18.3
17.8
17.7
17.4
17.2
16.7
16.5
16.1
16.0
14.2
10.7
13.4

Number
38
32
96
25
0
54
50
31
87
6
66u
73
26
33
47
83
13
90
34

5 Lap Handicap
Position Number
1
26
2=
34
2=
5
4
47
5
11
6
36
7
55
8
44
9
22
10
66u
11
38

Name
James Trenchard
Fiona Grove
Phil Wray
Terry Power
Steve Slade
Ian Chattington
Roy MacDonald
gNick Green
Paul London
Dennis Adcock
Simon Hursthouse

Vehicle
Kingcycle
Windcheetah
Fast Donkey
Ross Low
Windcheetah
Windcheetah
Velodynamics Mk II
Ironing Board
Quadras
Square Peg
Pink Pig
Prone LP
Inversion II
Mean 'n' Not Green
Inversion
Tchaikovski
Trice
Woolrich
Velodynamics Mk III
Vehicle
Inversion II
Velodynamics Mk III
Kingcycle
Inversion
Wasp II
Wasp
Wasp II
Morse's Law
Kingcycle
Pink Pig
Kingcycle
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Class Laps Min Sec
U
12
35
17
U/M
12
36
56
U
12
37
48
U
12
38
05
U/M
11
35
47
U/M
11
35
48
U
11
36
48
U
11
36
51
U
11
37
42
U
11
37
55
U
11
38
38
U
10
35
32
U
10
36
37
U
10
36
58
U
10
37
55
U/L
10
38
14
U/M
9
38
51
A/U
7
40
02
U/L
7
31
58

Position
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
DNF

Number
6
83
0
96
28
25
14
87
54
50

Name
Vehicle
John Olson
Square Peg
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
Chris Cox
Windcheetah
Derrick Tweddle
Fast Donkey
Andy Barnes
Kingcycle
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
Dave Redknap
Quadras
Marcus Hunt
Windcheetah
Geoff Bird
Velodynamics Mk II

considerable number of Hungry People will be arriving around 2 p.m.

Back to the track for Uncle David’s contribution to the proceedings. As we haven’t had a handicap race
for simply ages, I decided to do one, and thus Fiona departed, followed by most of the others at scientifically-calculated intervals, and Pete Cox when his protests became too loud to ignore. Sorry, Pete, I
completely missed you off the start list, it wasn’t deliberate. Honest! Anyway, it all seemed to work out
Overall
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
DNF
DNF
DNF
Number
11
55
51
94
110
36
76
68
38
14
8
32
17
28
96
25
40
0
54
22
50
31
87
6
66u
73
26
33
47
83
13
90
44
5
34
Name
Vehicle
Steve Slade
Wasp II
Roy MacDonald
Wasp II
Tim Costen
Kingcycle
Dave Richards
Kestrel
Miles Kingsbury
Wasp
Ian Chattington
Tchaikovski
Nigel Leaper
Low
Dave Larrington
Marchant The Wonder Bike
Simon Hursthouse
Kingcycle
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
Ken Brown
Snake
Richard Everett
Windcheetah
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
Andy Barnes
Kingcycle
Derrick Tweddle
Fast Donkey
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
Iain James
Kingcycle
Chris Cox
Windcheetah
Marcus Hunt
Windcheetah
Paul London
Kingcycle
Geoff Bird
Velodynamics Mk II
Ian Willett
Ironing Board
Dave Redknap
Quadras
John Olson
Square Peg
Dennis Adcock
Pink Pig
Tim Elsdale
Prone LP
James Trenchard
Inversion II
Phil Skoyles
Mean 'n' Not Green
Terry Power
Inversion
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
Brian Dalton
Trice
Kevin Doran
Woolrich
gNick Green
Morse's Law
Phil Wray
Kingcycle
Fiona Grove
Velodynamics Mk III
Class Laps
F
15
F
15
F
14
U
14
U
14
U
13
F
13
F
13
U
12
U
12
F
11
U/M
12
F
11
F
11
U
12
U
12
U
11
U/M
11
U/M
11
F
11
U
11
U
11
U
11
U
11
U
11
U
10
U
10
U
10
U
10
U/L
10
U/M
9
A/U
7
F
9
F
8
U/L
7

Min
33
34
34
34
35
33
34
35
35
35
33
36
33
34
37
38
35
35
35
36
36
36
37
37
38
35
36
36
37
38
38
40
27
29
31

Sec Km/h
25 44.2
44 42.5
45 39.6
52 39.5
02 39.3
43 37.9
05 37.5
54 35.6
17 33.5
55 32.9
37 32.2
56 32.0
55 31.9
00 31.8
48 31.2
05 31.0
22 30.6
47 30.2
48 30.2
06 30.0
48 29.4
51 29.4
42 28.7
55 28.5
38 28.0
32 27.7
37 26.9
58 26.6
55 26.0
14 25.7
51 22.8
02 17.2
38 32.0
40 26.5
58 21.5

MPH
27.5
26.4
24.6
24.6
24.4
23.6
23.3
22.1
20.8
20.4
20.0
19.9
19.8
19.8
19.4
19.3
19.0
18.8
18.8
18.6
18.3
18.3
17.8
17.7
17.4
17.2
16.7
16.5
16.1
16.0
14.2
10.7
19.9
16.5
13.4

20
15
12

10
8

6

4
3
2
1

10

15
12

20

Points

10
8

6

4
3

2

20

Position

1

2
3

4

20

F U L A M
20
15
12

1
2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9
10
11

1

F U L A M
1
2
3

4
5

6

7
8

9

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 1
22
23

28

quite well, with James Trenchard coming through at the last gasp to pip Fiona and Phil Wray on the line.
Terry Power completed a good race for the Inversions with fourth place, ahead of scratch man Steve
Slade. And in spite of the additional penalty imposed on him by the handicapper, Pete managed not to
come last. Twenty out of the twenty-one starters completed the event, the sole exception being Geoff
Bird, whose Velodynamics tried to drop one of its cranks off in a repeat performance of its behaviour in
the Criterium Final at last year’s Worlds.
And that was that. Quite a few people said nice things to us about the race programme, and no-one
complained where either of us could hear them, and we even managed to get finished by 4 p.m. as
planned. Any volunteers for Hayes?

1 Lap Standing Start
Overall
Position Number
Name
Vehicle
1
11
Steve Slade
Wasp II
2
94
Dave Richards
Kestrel
3
110
Miles Kingsbury
Wasp
4
8
Ken Brown
Snake
5
51
Tim Costen
Kingcycle
6
14
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
7
68
Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike
8
5
Phil Wray
Kingcycle
9
22
Paul London
Kingcycle
10
28
Andy Barnes
Kingcycle
11
50
Geoff Bird
Velodynamics Mk II
12
96
Derrick Tweddle
Fast Donkey
13
0
Chris Cox
Windcheetah
13
32
Richard Everett
Windcheetah
15
26
James Trenchard
Inversion II
16
87
Dave Redknap
Quadras
17
40
Iain James
Kingcycle
18
31
Ian Willett
Ironing Board
19
25
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
20
47
Terry Power
Inversion
21
6
John Olson
Square Peg
22
54
Marcus Hunt
Windcheetah
23
33
Phil Skoyles
Mean 'n' Not Green
24
13
Brian Dalton
Trice
25
34
Fiona Grove
Velodynamics Mk III

Class
F
U
U
F
F
U
F
F
F
F
U
U
U/M
U/M
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U/M
U
U/M
U/L

Min Sec Km/h MPH
2
10 45.42 28.23
2
20 42.17 26.21
2
26 40.44 25.13
2
29 39.62 24.63
2
30 39.36 24.46
2
33 38.59 23.98
2
33 38.59 23.98
2
41 36.67 22.79
2
43 36.22 22.51
2
44 36.00 22.37
2
45 35.78 22.24
2
47 35.35 21.97
2
50 34.73 21.58
2
50 34.73 21.58
2
53 34.13 21.21
2
56 33.55 20.85
2
57 33.36 20.73
2
59 32.98 20.50
3
02 32.44 20.16
3
03 32.26 20.05
3
07 31.57 19.62
3
09 31.24 19.41
3
21 29.37 18.26
3
38 27.08 16.83
3
49 25.78 16.02

A Birthday Tribute to Spike Milligan (don’t see why he should get off, everyone else had a birthday this week!)
or

What are we going to do now?
Saturday. After driving all the way from Aberdeen to Portsmouth, before the country ran out, the signs
did. The demon one way system in Portsmouth is designed for those who know their way around. Most
ports use the international boat symbol for ferries but that would be too obvious. Finding the ferry terminal
we parted with a sum of money equating to £1 per minute of the sailing time, without even a smile from
behind the bullet proof counter. At the other side, Sherri discovered that that Isle of Wight is not flat.
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Ventnor. Finding Dave and Jenny’s house partways down the cliff, Sherri was introduced to her new toy,
accompanied by lots of oohing and aaahing and an idiotic grin. Dave had been going to tuck it into the
bed for her arrival, but Jenny warned him not to get oil on the sheets!
After tea we were joined by Ian Chattington, gloating over his cheap ferry and accommodation package.
Dave and Jenny looked horrified when they heard how much we paid. It is actually cheaper to pay for two
nights B&B with ferry ticket than it is to just get a ferry ticket. (Don’t forget the extra tenner just because of
the holiday weekend.)
Sunday - Bicycle Island Randonée - Dave’s birthday - Sherri still has not ridden her new toy - what are we
going to do now?
Ventnor. Vertical hill start - no wonder Dave is so fit and his Mini is suffering! Once on top we ride to the
start checkpoint at Whitwell. Collect all paperwork for the Randonée, grab a drink - all at NO COST!
Ferociously Free (he comes from Aberdeen).
Light rain as the tandem, with Dave and Jenny aboard, disappears over the horizon with a “See you at
Yarmouth for morning tea”. Gentle undulations and excellent down hills bring us to our second check
point at Brook, with spectacular white cliffs hiding the Needles (you cannot sew with).
Lo and behold - who else should appear - but the rest of the BHPC! Well a few anyway. Tim and Claire
Costen (both on Kingcycles), Paul London (Kingcycle) and Ian Chattington (Ross XLR), along with “Team
A” captains Anna Pond and Kevin on their Cannondale Tandem - a group of 22 of them had commandeered a B&B in Shanklin and with Anna’s organisational skills had been divided into two teams depending on ability. The uphill was nowhere near as bad as it looked, with a lovely long down hill into Freshwater (you cannot drink) culminating in a 90 degree right hand bend across the traffic into a side street just
as you peaked your V-Max! Quality signposting!
A large and interesting array of machinery was on display as we rode around the island. Ian Chattington
quipped “Titanium is lighter to push” after cycling up past yet another gleaming piece of Carlos Fandango
machinery. Our theory; the more expensive it is the more likely it was to be pushed was proven time and
time again (and not only by Sherri).
On to Yarmouth with Paul and Ian (knowing full well Dave and Jenny would be embedded in some tea
shop). If it didn’t have two wheels it had red socks and bobble hats - RAMBLER ALERT! Some disparaging comments about cyclists were ignored as we crammed ourselves into the tea shop to thaw out. Paul
and Ian eventually catch on and join us. Realising the speed differential between the turbo-charged
tandem and a couple of recumbents, Jenny started decanting the contents of her panniers into Sherri’s
tailbox: 4 sandwiches, tomatoes, bananas, ½ fruit cake . . . Perhaps trying to look after Dave’s figure - or
was it ours? [major thanks Jenny - I couldn’t have made it without the cake!].
Being slow on the uptake, Ian and Paul were prised from the teashop after spending considerable time
deliberating on how they were going to find us - no need guys, we have been waiting OUTSIDE for you!
Pootling along (with the Tandem probably already home by now) we cycled through Newtown (which is
very old) and arrived into Cowes (you cannot milk). OK, we bought the naff postcard - don’t worry, it does
get worse!
We followed the sound of a brass band to find the checkpoint. Discover Ian Hague and trailer (which is
immediately commandeered as useful bike parking) before parking ourselves on a bench at the prom for
lunch. Watch two young BMXers showing some cool moves (you can’t do THAT on a recumbent!) whilst
also watching the skin on Tim Costen’s neck crawl as the young lead players in the band crucify some
well known tunes.
Departing Cowes sea front we notice a large sign warning that cyclists taking part in the Randonée had
been fined £20 for cycling through the pedestrianised area - another friendly island welcome for the
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tourists. [The alternative route was a near vertical climb through narrow streets followed by a similar
plummet and an extra ¾ mile]. When in doubt, ask a policeman. Ours had a 1913 3-speed with 1 rod
brake, in regulation black. He was in heavy serge but improperly dressed, having lost one of his shiny
buttons. As an all steel bicycle is far too heavy to push up hill, our time travelling bobby rode them all!
(Last year he did it on a Penny Farthing!).
Floating Bridge then up to Osborne House and out of Cowes. Havenstreet where our next checkpoint
was on a triangular junction. Notice that “Team A” had been through a couple of hours previously - Paul
just laughed as he was supposed to be in “Team B” but wasn’t either! Top marks to the three wee lads
who swicked through the houses (local knowledge award) and reached the checkpoint just as we did but
without the traffic hassle!
Arriving in St Helens we were supposed to meet Dave and Jenny at a cafe past the house boats. By the
time we arrived it was closed and they were gone.
En route to Brading Sherri ignores the nice large friendly “Cyclists This Way” sign in favour of getting a
good run up on the next hill. Bad idea. About face and roll back down the hill. By now we were three - Paul
had scuttled off with Tim and Claire, but Ian stuck with us as we all started at the same checkpoint.
Unfortunately, we were over an hour behind schedule and would not make the finish at Whitwell prior to
the checkpoints closing.
We did, however, manage to get to the second last checkpoint - just as it closed, finishing off their last
three cups of orange juice and obtaining our “certificate of completing 6 out of 7 checkpoints”. We were,
unfortunately, ineligible to purchase the commemorative badge (there’s always next year), because we
were one checkpoint down. Despite riding from Ventnor, all around the island and back to Ventnor - as far
as we were concerned we HAD ridden around the island.
Ian’s superior navigational skills for the last stretch, put us on God-shill, rather than Gods-hill (Godshill).
Realising that Dave and Jenny may be getting concerned at our absence, we kept on (Sherri now wishing she had titanium to push). Just as we approached the top of the last hill, Dave and his Mini appeared.
Nice timing. A visible wave of relief washed over his face as he, turned around and escorted us down the
cliff to home.
Sunday night - Sherri still hasn’t tried her new toy - What are we going to do now?
Having negotiated all the steps and steep streets down to the pub for tea we realised why there are such
a number of old folk’s homes in Ventnor. If any of the “wheeled” residents (or those with castored zimmers)
went wandering, it would only be a matter of time before they would be found in a drift at the bottom of the
hill at the sea front - like marbles in a funnel. Quite cunning really.
Our discussion turns to birthdays - quite topical as both Steve and Dave had had theirs, along with Comp
Sec’s good lady wife, Miss Jane and Spike Milligan - all within the last 5 days. It is at this point that Ian
pipes up with “it’s my birthday tomorrow”. The other two members of the group somehow feel left out.
Monday - our slumber is pierced by the shrill ringing of the telephone and a cry of “What are we going to
do now?”
Ian arrives, complaining about the near transparency of this B&B curtains and the loftiness of his ceiling.
After trying to attach Dave’s Sun Racer to the roof of the Mini and failing, we set off for Ryde (cue “We’ve
got a ticket . . .” courtesy of the Beatles). Sherri still hasn’t ridden her new toy which is now neatly
strapped to the inside of the van. Congregate along the sea front at Ryde, discovering various members
of the BHPC - each recounting tales of different prices for the same ferry crossing. Slash is busy trying to
break Miles’ K3 chassis. Roy informs us that the sand dunes on the course (which he telephoned about
earlier) have now been removed.
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We eventually line up without Miles, who has broken the K3 in practice. JK is doing an admirable job of
assisting the commentator, ensuring some accuracy, some of the time (and gets a big plug for the Kingcycle
Trainer). A countdown would have been nice (poor Jonathan).
1st lap lead out by Tim Costen. Smooth riding from Kevin Doran despite having decked the latest incarnation of the 2 wheeled White Knight the previous day. Dave Richards gathered his way through the field
after a bad start, upon catching Ian, Dave kept on going to take first place, unfaired.
Phil Skoyles on a partially faired, mean and not green low racer was going well along with Pete Cox, until
he visited the tarmac causing damage to himself and the Lune Low Tide. Slash overtook Steve prompting
Steve to also unceremoniously visit the tarmac (ensuring that the Spike Milligan imagery of Scotsman
and bandaged appendages was now taken to the extreme). Rejoining the race with pink nylon rippling in
his wake, Steve managed to finish second place overall. Full results will undoubtedly be accurately
accounted elsewhere.
Roy MacDonald 3rd faired, easily won the sprint to the ferry, beating the ashen coloured (now patched)
Donaldson. Team Donaldson navigation to Fishbourne to catch the ferry is only rivalled by our navigation
north - “No Sherri, we shouldn’t be heading for London - Aberdeen isn’t that way!”. Potentially disastrous
error avoided, and with a lovely diversion across country, we were back on track (bypassing Basingstoke,
thankfully).
Thank yous:- not to Knutsford Services for breaking the van brakes in the wee small hours on Saturday;
to the Ford Garage in Stafford for fixing them; not to Wight Link Ferries for ferocious fares; to the cyclists
who manned the checkpoints all around the Island on Sunday; to Dave and Jenny for recognising our
achievement with the official badge and massive amounts of food; to the brass band at Cowes; to the
commentator for the races; not to the dog on the hairpin; to the guys at the pub on the corner (special
thanks from Sherri for the beer); to the guys in the ambulance; to gNick and Jane for putting us up yet
again en route and to Kaltostat dressings.

Ryde - May 4th 1998
A touch of nostalgia for your Editor and the Kingsbury equipe, as the second round of the BHPC championships took place not only on the Isle of Wight, and not only in Ryde, but on the actual self-same circuit
used back in 1983! On which occasion I ran an unfaired Speedy, and narrowly avoided defeat by June
Kingsbury…
Happily, we have friends in Southampton, so while Tina elected to spend the day loafing around and / or
playing with Jim and Wendy’s kids, Mr. Editor had but a ten-minute ride down to the docks, followed by an
hour or so on the ferry to Cowes. The Men They Couldn’t Hang referred to the Isle of Wight as “the island
in the rain”, but for what seemed like the first time in months, the weather was of the “shorts-and-T-shirtonly” variety - very nice for easing the aches inflicted on the Editorial leg muscles from a frantic couple of
days laying new flooring in the kitchen! Once off the ferry, well, the Isle of Wight is not flat. Not even a
little bit. If Dave Richards has to cope with hills like this on his daily travels, it’s little wonder he’s so quick.
The six-odd miles from Cowes over to Ryde consists of a series of low-gear grinds followed by exhilarating plummets to 40-odd mph, and thus after about half an hour, I potter gently along the sea front at Ryde.
“Hi Dave,” says Roy MacDonald. “Have you seen the circuit yet?” I indicate that I have not. “It’s like
Birmingham without the hills” he replies. This could be a Good Thing, as I actually managed to beat Roy
in Brum last year, but that was due to the hills rather than the roughness of the surface. Close inspection
of which reveals a distinct similarity to the Seven Sisters Road… Oh. We mill around for a while, waiting
for the chaps on the upright jobs to finish their race, and kvetch at each other about the cost of the ferry.
“Ours was thirty-six pounds”, said the Elder Kingsbury. “Mine was sixty-five” retorted Mr. Woolrich.
“That’s nothing!” said Mrs. Donaldson. “Ours was seventy-four!” The Editor casually mentions the expenditure of £6.50, then runs away… Truly Dave Richards is a dedicated fellow to continually fork out
that sort of money to go to the races.
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The Kingsburys have discovered a source of premium-grade “Meufl-fleece”, and have used this to
create a fairing for a low-slung trike for young Miles
to propel. It’s not dissimilar in appearance to the
old Hawker-Hudspith machine, except, of course,
that it’s bright yellow. The fairing has minimal
ground clearance, and after a preliminary excursion onto the circuit, Miles elects to remove it and
race unfaired.
Phil Skoyles’ front-drive Mean’n’NotGreen has acquired a new colour scheme, and a nose, from a
mould built by Paul Davies. I also hear rumours
that one of the Skoyles lads will be racing a fullyfaired trike in the not-too-distant future. Also newly
painted is Kevin Doran’s bike, in the same blue as
his three-wheeler, and various bits of Pete Cox’
Lune Low Tide, in a bright shade of orange. Ian
Chattington has a plastic tail fairing on his Ross.
And the rest of us had brought the usual old tat.
Finally the roadies have finished, so we can go out
to play. A few laps reconnoitring the bumps, then
line up on the start line, for half an hour plus three
laps of the 0.6 mile course. The circuit runs round
the “canoe lake”, basically straight up and down,
but with an interesting left-right-left combination
created by a half-tour of a roundabout. With bumps
everywhere. John Kinsgbury is chatting to the commentator, and many of us are watching them. Mistake! A bloke on the opposite side of the track blows
a whistle and drops the flag. Those who were paying attention blast off into the distance, while Messrs.
Larrington and Woolrich are left standing, in my
case with both feet on the floor and the fairing’s zip
undone… Meanwhile, up at the front, the Wasps
of Steves Donaldson and Slade are once again filling the leading positions, ahead of Dave Richards
and a group consisting of Roy MacDonald’s Wasp,
Tim Costen’s Kingcycle and the Ross of Ian
Chattington. Charging up from the tail of the field
sees me get past Kevin Doran, Sherri Donaldson,
Phil Skoyles, Tim Hayes and Paul London, but Pete
Cox and Tim Elsdale prove to be impossible to
shake off, and indeed seem to be cornering quicker
than me. We spend the greater part of the race
stonking around nose to tail, with the commentator
saying how brilliant Tim’s bike - the Prone LP - looks,
get passed by Jonathan and are generally having
a nice time.

Jonathan Woolrich & Oscar - on the smoother
surface of Eastway

Until, that is, Pete drops it on the roundabout, right
in front of Mr. Editor. A swift emergency stop sees
me able to negotiate a way around, rather than over,
Mr. Cox, but in the confusion, Tim has got away,
and I have to charge hard to catch his wheel again.

Miles Kingsbury’s as-yet unraced foam-faired trike
(with its lid off)
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Class
Position
Number
Name
Vehicle
Faired
1
11
Steve Slade
Wasp II
2
92
Steve Donaldson
Wasp II
3
51
Tim Costen
Kingcycle
4
55
Roy MacDonald
Wasp II
5
17
Jonathan Woolrich
Oscar II
6
68
Dave Larrington
Marchant The Wonder Bike
7
22
Paul London
Kingcycle
8
33f
Phil Skoyles
Mean 'n' Not Green
9
24
Sherri Donaldson
Kingcycle
Unfaired
1
94
Dave Richards
Kestrel
2
36
Ian Chattington
Ross XLR
3
73
Tim Elsdale
Prone LP
4
14
Pete Cox
Lune Low Tide
5
25
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
6
90
Kevin Doran
Woolrich
DNF
4t
Miles Kingsbury
Miles' Meufl Machine
Ladies
1
24
Sherri Donaldson
Kingcycle
Arm-Powered
1
90
Kevin Doran
Woolrich
Multi-Track
DNF
4t
Miles Kingsbury
Miles' Meufl Machine
Results assembled to the best of my recall - please feel free to argue…
Pete rejoins a lap or so down, and the three of us are immediately to be found screaming up to the
hairpin, about to lap Kevin… when from behind comes the group of Roy, Tim C. and Ian. In the confusion, Pete understeers gently into the kerb on the exit of the corner, having discovered the hard way that
his steering has loosened itself. Shortly after this, Steve Donaldson, who has by now lost his early lead
to Slash, loses the Wasp at the roundabout, but is able to get back underway without losing a place, only
skin. And that’s how it ended, more or less, with Dave Richards taking an excellent third overall, from Tim
C., Roy and Ian, though not necessarily in that order, as I don’t have the results at the time of writing.
Steve and Pete both walked away with a dose of gravel rash - Steve’s being the more serious case while investigation revealed the Low Tide’s main frame tube to be split. And Miles’ trike also suffered
some variety of structural failure, compounded by the (obviously not Donaldson-proof) K-drive shedding
one of its chains.
And then back over the hills to Cowes, and a much needed Beer or two on the ferry. Nice circuit, shame
about the surface, and thanks to Dave Richards for getting us a slot to play in and the Organisators of the
Roadie Races for letting us play.
P.S. I swear that the following conversation, which took place shortly after the end of the race, is true:
Small Boy (pointing to swirly design on Editor’s left front wheel disk): Your wheel nearly hypnotised me!
Editor: Don’t blame me; my wife painted it.
Small Boy: Oh. Is she a hippie then?
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Hetton - June 6 th 1998

Hetton
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
DNF
DNF
DNF

11
110
94
55
68
107
44
25
66u
67
24u
15
96
92

Number

The Mikew2. Is that seat as uncomfortable as it looks,
Mike?

Name
Steve Slade
Miles Kingsbury
Dave Richards
Roy MacDonald
Dave Larrington
Mike Weaver
gNick Green
Tim Hayes
Dennis Adcock
Tim Clarkson
Sherri Donaldson
Andy Harrington
Derrick Tweddle
Steve Donaldson

Position
Points
Vehicle
Class Laps F U L A M F U L A M
Wasp II
F
22 1
20
Wasp
U
21
1
20
Kestrel
U
21
2
15
Wasp II
F
21 2
15
Marchant The Wonder Bike
F
19 3
12
Mikew 2
U
19
3
12
Morse's Law
F
18 4
10
Ross Low
U
17
4
10
Pink Pig
U
16
5
8
Vision R42
U
14
6
6
Kestrel
U
13
7 1
4 20
Windcheetah
U/M 13
Fast Donkey
U
13
Wasp II
F
6

A somewhat fraught trip from London on the Saturday morning - an accident on the A1 south of Peterborough meant travelling rather faster than anticipated from there on. And in the last ten miles or so the
temperature dropped about 5 degrees and the rain started… On arrival at the Hetton circuit, we discover
that the start time of the race has been delayed a while, as we’re waiting for Jonathan. However, Jonathan,
blissfully unaware of this state of affairs, isn’t coming to
Hetton, as he’s been spending all hours available working on the latest incarnation of the arm-powered bike,
and thus has been unable to give Oscar even a cursory
glance after the pounding he received at Ryde. So by
three p.m. we decide to get things underway, by which
time the rain is coming down, going back up about six
feet and coming down a second time. The odd clap of
thunder adds to the excitement, prompting Nigel Brown
to ask who has the most carbon fibre on their bike. We
do an exploratory lap, to find where the rivers are running across the circuit, and line up on the start line. Well,
most of us do - Miles Kingsbury decides to swap his

Drier times for Miles at Eastway
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faired trike for the unfaired Wasp, as the front wheels are directing a deluge of spray up the inside of the
screen, while Steve Slade has punctured and disappears somewhere to perform a frantic wheel change.
“Just start it”, scream the assembled and soggy multitude, so Tina shouts “GO”, unaware that gNick is
struggling with the lid of his machine (now renamed “Morse’s Law1”), as she can’t actually see him
through the rain. So we do, without Slash, Miles or gNick, and with both Dennis Adcock and Mike
Weaver electing to run unfaired.
The first lap is run at a steady enough pace that your Editor actually comes round only just behind the
leading Wasps of Roy MacDonald and Steve Donaldson, but shortly afterwards Dave Richards eases
ahead. Fourth, but will it last? Halfway round lap three, and Steve Slade comes past, but how long will
it take him to make up the deficit? By lap six, fourth becomes third, as Steve D. goes out with a puncture,
but some swift mental arithmetic shows that Slash will not only catch me, but lap me several times, before
the race is over. As the race progresses, Roy maintains his lead, with Dave Richards second, and Miles
and Slash lapping like madmen to make up the lost ground. They do, over me at least, but the second
time Dave passes me, Roy hasn’t been through. Dave doesn’t know what’s happened to him, but Miles
comes past a moment later. “What happened to Roy?” I ask. “Ssshhh!” replies the Younger Kingsbury,
not wishing to alert Dave of his presence. But he confides that Roy has gone off the road, happily without
damage, but losing two places in the process. All of which sees Slash run out the winner once more,
while Miles snatches second in the closing stages from Dave, with Roy coming in a disbelieving fourth.
The circuit clearly had more glass on it than usual (not that you could see the surface most of the time) as
both Derrick Tweddle and Andy Harrington retire with punctures (or did Andy just retire with Misery we’re not quite sure). Additional excitement came when the Local Oiks (Junior Division) decided it would
be fun to stretch one of the hazard tapes across the track at Editorial Bonce Height. I was able to deflect
it with my helmet, though it did stretch quite a long way. Sadly, when I slowed down to report this to Mr.
Marshal Sleigh, I changed down onto my middle chainring. So much water had my gear shifter ingested,
however, that it wouldn’t go back up onto the big one again…
At least by the end of the race, the rain had almost stopped, and various regions of the track and grass
were steaming merrily. I don’t think I can recall a race having been run in less clement weather, and
worse was to follow on the way down to Darlington. We took the A19 rather than the A1, and promptly got
swallowed up by the fog.
Sorry about the lack of pictures, but no-one was daft enough to venture out to take any. And big thanks
to Tina, Dorothy and Mark Timbrell for lap-scoring, and to Nigels Sleigh and Brown and Derrick for
marshalling. Not thanks and b******* to Michael Fish.
1

Morse’s Law: “There’s always time for one more pint”. Alternatively: “Beer is food, Lewis”

Darlington - June 7th 1998
All Darlington pics by Jonathan Woolrich
Thankfully, the weather had changed for the better by the morning, and assembling at the start, it was
actually warm and sunny for some of the time, causing a certain amount of confusion as to which shades
to wear. I opted for the dark ones… and it didn’t rain! A slightly shorter course this year, but still just over
32 miles according to the Editorial Cat-Eye. And a few machinery changes to confuse the scoring software - Tim Hayes is running an Aerobike Sprint (apparently found lurking in Robert Turner’s loft), while
Dennis has a similar-looking blue machine. And the newest version of the Woolrich arm-powered bike
makes its debut. This is largely constructed out of fibrelam (composite aircraft flooring material) with a
moulded foam seat, running on a pair of Moulton slicks, and is generally a considerable advance over the
wood-and-steel versions. And Kevin is the first to start, followed at sort of regular intervals by the rest of
those barking mad enough to go in for this event - both Donaldsons having decided to give it a miss this
year.
The hills were as hilly as ever, while the combination of a head wind and the undulating terrain made the
stretch between West Auckland and Barnard Castle even more miserable than usual. However, the
home stretch had a tail wind, unlike last year, and should have been a very pleasant ride. It was for most
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people, though various bits of the Editorial
anatomy had started to seize up by this stage.
Which gave two options:

1. Pedal (not always possible due
to nature of terrain and low top
gear)
2. Freewheel (caused legs etc. to
seize up as soon as pedalling
restarted)

Number
11
94
55
110
NB
107
44
68
25
15
67
27
66u
90
96

Name
Steve Slade
Dave Richards
Roy MacDonald
Miles Kingsbury
Nigel Brown
Mike Weaver
gNick Green
Dave Larrington
Tim Hayes
Andy Harrington
Tim Clarkson
Tina Larrington
Dennis Adcock
Kevin Doran
Derrick Tweddle

Overall
Vehicle
Class Hour Min Sec Km/h
MPH Position
Wasp II
F
1
10 03 43.55
27.06
1
Kestrel
U
1
16 20 39.96
24.84
2
Wasp II
F
1
16 40 39.79
24.73
3
Wasp
U
1
18 35 38.82
24.13
4
Kingcycle
F
1
27 49 34.74
21.59
5
Mikew 2
U
1
32 30 32.98
20.50
6
Morse's Law
F
1
36 57 31.46
19.55
7
Marchant The W onder Bike
F
1
37 58 31.14
19.35
8
Aerobike Sprint
U
1
39 36 30.63
19.03
9
Windcheetah
U/M
1
44 26 29.21
18.15
10
Vision R42
U
1
55 09 26.49
16.46
11
Hindenburg
F/L
1
59 28 25.53
15.87
12
Blue Bike
U
2
08 37 23.72
14.74
13
Woolrich
A/U
2
17 30 22.18
13.79
14
Fast Donkey
U
?
?
?
?
?
?
Coz Twedd didn't get given a time, I propose we give him 8 points - Ed.

Darlington Time Trial - 32 miles

Top: The Mighty Tim Hayes
Bottom: Tim Clarkson
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Points
F U L A M F U L A M
1
20
1
20
2
15
2
15
3
12
3
12
4
10
5
8
4
10
5
1
8
20
6
6
6
1
6
20
7
4
8
1
3
20
?
8

Position
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No major problems seem to have been encountered by
anyone except gNick, who made up for it. Trying the bike
out prior to the start, Morse shed one of his bomb doors.
These removed, he shed his chain twice on the way round
- several times I would see a stationary red object up ahead,
but each time it turned out to be a post box. Until one post
box turned out to be gNick after all. The wretched machine then broke one of the canopy fastenings, obliging
gNick to finish the event holding the lid down by hand.
Kevin’s new mount snapped a gear cable in the home
stretch, leaving him:
1. On the smallest “rear” sprocket
2. Swearing profusely
And then we made a beeline for the start once more, as
we’d decided to congregate at the pub there. Some people did this a little too enthusiastically, especially for timekeepers, by departing from the finish before Derrick has
arrived there. Oops… Thanks to Steve, Sherri, Mark and
Jonathan for Organisation, timekeeping, sag wagon duties etc.

Kevin Doran & Woolrich bike

Stop Press!!!
Just heard from Jonathan that bike & Kevin finished second in a race in Austria last weekend - it could
have been a win but for Kevin sprinting a touch too early. Our congratulations to both.
In The Next Issue...
Race reports from BHPC events, How We Went To Denmark, How We Came Back From Denmark, more
on the Editor’s fairing, rolling resistance data for zillions of different tyres and loads of brilliant articles
written by the faithful readership (please, PLEASE!). Order your copy today!

Suppliers & Wants
Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page
Half page

£30.00
£15.00

Approximately 400 copies of each issue are printed. Entries in the "Suppliers and Wants" section are
free, and should not be in any way like Sir Robert Armstrong. We'll gladly do you one as big and glossy
as the size and production techniques of this magazine permit; please take out an advert at the above
rates. Manufacturers and suppliers should keep the Editor informed of changes, or there will be tears
before bedtime.

Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14
6LU (2 miles from Castle Combe)
Phone 01249 782554
Composite products for HPV’s:
Trike full shell. ‘96 model in 5 separate mouldings to fit trike 60 cm track, 100 cm wheelbase.
Bike nose fairing
Bike rear fairing / boot
Seat
Mudguards for 20”, 700c and mountain bike size wheels
Helmet shell
NACA style ducts, etc. etc.
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Valley Cycles, Wellingborough, Northants.
Phone 01933 271030
are now importing the CHALLENGE HURRICANE SWB recumbent bicycle.
Range of options include Sachs 3x7 gears, Magura Hydraulic brakes.
All models have rear suspension.
Prices from:

£1100

Peter Ross, Crystal Engineering, Unit 1A Jubilee Wharf, Commercial Road,
Penryn, Cornwall TR10 8AQ
Phone / Fax 01326 378848
e-mail: tricehpv@globalnet.co.uk
WWW: http://www.cycling.co.uk/bikeshop
We supply the Trice recumbent tricycle, SpeedRoss recumbent bicycle and Festina XLR Low
Racer, with the GEM Sociable recumbent tricycle and Compact Tandem to follow. All machines are available as framesets, and a wide range of accessories is also available:
Trice

Now with 20x1.75 HP front / 26x1.95 rear tyres (20x1-3/8 / 700c optional), Shimano
Deore LX components.
£1599
Frameset: £1299
Sachs Trice
Trice fitted with 30cc Sachs motor for powered assistance. Maximum speed with power
assist 15mph, adds about 10kg £2100
Electric Trice Fitted with TGA electric motor. Can be ridden without helmet, driving licence, tax or
insurance by anyone over 13. £TBA
Speed Ross
Choice of above-seat or under-seat steering, choice of Shimano Deore LX or Shimano
STX components.
LX: £875
STX: £825
Frameset: £675.
Festina XLR
Possibly the fastest unfaired recumbent in the UK. Tail fairing available. £1100
Unpainted Frameset with front & rear wheels: £800
HPV's for the disabled available to special order - please call for details.
Build your own - plans for all models available £65
Rear fairing / luggage box, 120 litre capacity
£295
Full fairing (GRP nose & nylon body)
£400
Many other accessories (too numerous to list here - Ed) available. Orders accepted with £200 deposit
(£150 for Speed Ross), delivery £25. All prices include VAT.

Middleburn Cycle Technology, Chris Dodman
Phone 01420 22995
In addition to their range of cranks and hubs, there are also chainrings. The largest for each type are:
Compact drive (94mm PCD) 48T
Standard MTB (110mm PCD) 52T
Road
(130mm PCD) 62T
Larger chainrings can be manufactured in small batches.

<Custom=Folder>, PO Box 15174, Glasgow G4 9LW
Dave Holladay
Phone / Fax 0141 332 4733
offers a variety of interesting goodies, including:
Primo 37-349 tyres
£14.95 + £1.50 p&p
Dave can now also supply Primo 37-451 tyres and is investigating the sourcing of other items including
IBC hydraulic brakes, small size Salmon mudguards, suspension forks etc.

Kingcycle, Miles Kingsbury
Phone 01494 524004
Although the Kingcycle SWB recumbent bicycle is no longer in production, we will continue to supply
spares while stocks last. N.B. We no longer have any 450A (18”) front tyres available.
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Patrick Shaw, Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East
Sussex, RH18 5EE - New & s/h machines
Phone 01342 822847
STREETGLIDER - SWB with underseat
steering, 531 Longstaff frame with negative
rake forks.

Frameset:
Complete bike from:

£795 inc. VAT
£1350 inc. VAT

VISION RECUMBENT - The only convertible SWB / LWB in the UK.
Complete bike from:
£995 inc. VAT
SPARES:

Tyres:
HP tubes:

500A Michelin
- £7.50 450A
- £6.95.
500x28A Michelin
- £3.50 Swallow 500A/20"
- £3.00
450/18"
- £3.00
P&P add £0.50 per tube, £1.00 per tyre, to a maximum of £5.00.Credit cards welcome.
We also handle European subscriptions for "Recumbent Cyclist News" (RCN). RCN is 100% dedicated
to promoting recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusiasts, home-builders, dealers and commercial recumbent manufacturers. Annual subscription £25.95
(six issues). "A rather fine publication "- Ed.

Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue,
Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR
Phone 01621 0815476
"Hand Painted T-Shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool"

Simon Gershon, Orbit Cycles, Unit 18, City Road Trading Estate, 295 City
Road, Sheffield S2 5HH
Phone 0114 275 6567
Fax 0114 270 1016
e-mail: orbit@legend.co.uk
WWW: http://www.orbit-cycles.co.uk
Orbit Crystal recumbent bicycle, Shimano Deore LX components, under-seat or above seat steering.
£795 Frameset: £575
Rear rack
add £20
Rear mudguard
add £8
Orbit cycles are available from many dealers nationwide. In addition, you may visit our Sheffield factory
on alternate Saturdays between the start of May and the end of August - please call a few days in
advance to confirm that we are open! We also offer a cycle hire scheme, for approximately £40-50 per
week - again, please call for details. All prices include VAT.

Oliver Zechlin’s 1997 HPV CD-ROM is now available in the UK.
Today’s most comprehensive electronic archive about Human Powered Vehicles includes pictures,
texts, video clips and homepages about recumbent bicycles, waterbikes, railbikes, and aircraft.
18 pounds including P and P.
Contact:

Richard Loke, 61 Mulberry Close, Cambridge, CB4 2AS
Phone 01954 261557 or e-mail richard.loke@analysys.co.uk

Robert Turner, 2/32 Pentland Drive, Edinburgh, EH10 6PX
Phone 0131 445 7497
e-mail: 100412.363@compuserve.com
Variety of parts available while stocks last. Frame building components & accessories; tubing &rod;
wheels, tyres & accessories; nuts and bolts; bearings & pulleys; etc. etc. Send A5 SAE for current list.
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Highpath Engineering - Chris Bell / Dave Wrath-Sharman
Phone 01570 470035
e-mail chrisbell@argonet.co.uk
Custom milled chainrings - Any size, any shape. Custom freewheels - 5 speed, 6 speed, 6 compact, 7
speed, 8 speed, 8 compact. Freehub sprockets - Any size, alloy or steel. Also CNC machining, frame
building and the undertaking of design work.

Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156,
Australia.
Phone +61 3 9758 5541
Fax +61 3 9752 4115
e-mail: greenshp@ozemail.com.au
WWW: http://www.ihpva.org/com/Greenspeed/
Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun. The have
been well tested on Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities,
and have been successful in HPV racing.
GTR 20/20 Touring Trike, 63 speed, Sachs drums, rack, etc.
GTR Sports Tourer Trike, 24 or 42 speed, Sachs Quarz, etc.
GTT Tandem Trike, 63 speed, Sachs hydraulic discs, etc.

A$3,500
A$4,200
A$6,000

Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available. Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free information package.

The Seat of the Pants Company Ltd, L&M Business Park, Norman Road,
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA14 4ES
Tel: +44 (0)161 928 5575
Fax: +44 (0)161 928 5585
E-mail: sales@windcheetah.co.uk
WWW: http://www.windcheetah.co.uk/seatofthepants/index.htm
Offers the following models:
The Burrows Windcheetah
The Pickup

"Coolest Recumbent of Show", Interbike 1996 Robert Bryant, Recumbent Cyclist News
from £2,400 ex. VAT
Will carry half a Brox with ease!
from £1,400 ex. VAT

Bicycling Books, 309 / 311 Horn Lane, London W3 0BU
Phone 0181 993 3484
"Possibly the greatest stock of bicycling books in the entire world" - ex-Ed

Small Adz...
Tim Edwards, Laburnum Cottage, David Street, Blairgowrie, Scotland, PH10
6HB
Phone 01350 728744
Kingcycle for sale, large frame. Hope hubs and disc brake on rear. 24 speed Shimano. 18” standard or
17” Moulton wheels both available. £950.
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Jonathan Woolrich, 31 Hummer Road, Egham, Surrey, TW20 9BW
Phone 01784 436796 (home)
0181 562 4989 (work)
e-mail: 100766.3173@compuserve.com
Unique faired racing Windcheetah. One of few in captivity. Kit built to a very high standard. 20 by 1 1/8
and 26 MTB wheels. Wide gear range. Easily adaptable for road use. Very little used. Offers around
£2000. Have to sell because I'm emigrating...

Geoff Bird
Phone 01608 683100 (work)
For sale: Velodynamics Mk.1 SWB recumbent bike. See issue 44 of BHPC Newsletter. To suit approx.
5’7” (non-adjustable). Wheels: F 451 (20”), R 622 (700c). Rack, hub brakes, 21 gears, knackered front
tyre. Include mould for seat. 2000 trouble free miles, inluding London - Brighton and tour of Holland.
Best offer around £300 secures.

Dorothy Hardy, 22 Langley Road, Durham DH1 5LR
Phone 0191 384 4983
WANTED: Recumbent trike - must be convertible to take electric power assistance, or (even better) have
it already.

Bicycle Doctor, 68-70 Dickenson Road, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5HF
Phone 0161 224 1302
Fax 0161 224 1303
Dawes Low Rider, ex-demo
Velocita, ex-demo
Also suppliers of Flevo

£599
£1200
£450

Recumbent UK

The independent recumbent magazine for commuters, tourists, randonneurs and anyone else who
owns or covets a recumbent. Each issue includes news, technical columns, product tests, completely
unreasonable opinions, a 3 month guide to events, a UK source guide, sales & wants, a dealer guide
and much much more.
Trial issue : £2.50
1 Year Subscription (4 issues) : £9.00
Sales & Wants/Events listings are freeeeee
.
send in your name,telephone number, area/country and the details.
Next Issue : September / October 1998
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Recumbent UK

The Laurels
Church Hill
Olveston BS12 3BZ

I’m A Firestarter!
Damn! If only A Twisted Firestarter!!
the chain hadn’t
come off...

Cardinals Ximenez, Biggles And Flint Of The Spanish UC-Inquisition Execute Mocheleo Mochelei As A Heretic

No-one expects the
Spanish UC-Inquisition...

...so thou hast been condemned
to Burn as a HERETIC!!!

